Evil Spirits of Arrested Development
By Win Worley
Deliverance workers in California report praying for a 36 year old single
woman who lived with her mother. The parent is a very dedicated Christian
who works in deliverance. The daughter had been taken by her father and
subjected to a bizarre ritual of dedication to Satan.
Although he was a highly successful professional man he had become
heavily involved with this very demonic cult. Among other things, the
ceremony involved placing the child in a coffin (Isaiah 54:13; 2 Timothy
3:14-17). This would have affected her for life had it not been for
deliverance.
Numerous demons had been given legal rights to enter the child because of
her father's consent to the acts. The ruling spirit who finally emerged was
Arrested Development. He was a powerful prince with a great deal of
authority over specific areas of her life. Lodged in her mind, he directed the
activities of many wicked spirits functioning under his control.
It took many weeks and repeated sessions of deliverance battle before
Arrested Development was stripped of his support demons and left standing
alone. To finish him off and kick him out took a grueling six hour session.
The last thirty minutes of the session he grew flustered. Although he knew
he was defeated and could not stay, he still stalled for more time. He claimed
he had been in charge of her from conception until age thirteen. When she
was ten, a spirit of homosexuality entered her. He bragged about influencing
girls in their thinking about the homosexual area and how they should dress.
He pushes them to dress mannishly or sloppily to move them closer to
lesbianism and overt acts of homosexuality.
This demon arranges for girls under thirteen to be molested. This opens the
way for the entrance of Incest, Rape and other evil spirits. He also interferes
with all development beyond age thirteen.
When attending the university, a professor remarked that this young lady
was nineteen, going on thirteen! The wicked spirit further stated that he can
make females think they are back in the womb. He also attempts to cut off
or interfere with the pregnancies, choking off the breath. Such attacks
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sometimes come while the target is sleeping. Many are highly susceptible to
these kinds of problems.
This spirit entity leads victims to regress and think as a child in order to open
the way for heavy demonization. To progress past thirteen is difficult and
almost impossible when handicapped by this spirit and his workers.
Thirteen year old females are too young to date, hold a job or marry. When
they secure a position this teen age syndrome keeps recurring, convincing
them that they are not qualified to handle a job. All kinds of continual
harassment pressure them to quit or get fired.
Arrested development does not stop the learning process but it interferes
with and confuses it. This young lady was working on her Masters Degree at
the time of the deliverance. Each time she wants to progress and go forward
the enemy presses her to react abnormally to trigger a series of contrary
things.
For example, during an interview spirits would manipulate her mind
producing the reactions of a two year old. She might break down and weep
or begin to say, "I don't know if I could do this job." This sort of thing had
ruined interviews or being accepted for a school, etc. This resulted in much
humiliation, embarrassment and humiliation.
Even her complexion and skinny and underdeveloped figure was that of a
thirteen year old. Arrested Development caused her to dwell upon these
childish things and she was harassed with these preoccupations.
One spirit called Under Thirteen reinforces sloppiness and the inability to
hold a job, date or get married. The spirit makes the victim wait forever.
Mental blockage and mind set is that of an immature teenager. He also
drives the person relentlessly toward drugs to induce stupor and excess
sleep.
Although the person may be an adult chronologically, there will be extreme
depression and complete withdrawal response resembling a small child. It
was found helpful to ask the Lord to send in angels to loose the spirit's grip
on the mind. We also confessed and asked forgiveness for the sin of parental
failure to properly discipline, sparing the rod of correction.

Some Demons Found Associated with Arrested
Development
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Multitudes of evil spirits have named themselves and been cast out of
afflicted people. Below is a partial list of those discovered and cast out in
Jesus' name:
Pamper me; Having My Own Way; Spoiled; Grandpa and Grandma's Little
Girl; Daddy's Little Girl; No discipline; Control Parent by Manipulation; Lying;
Three Year Old; Coloring the Truth; Getting What I Want Regardless of Cost;
Playing on People's Sympathy; Want to Return to Womb; Irresponsible;
Tantrums; Childish Self Will; Crying; Kicking; Screaming; Ugliness;
Scrawniness; No Shape; Skin Disorders; I Hate My Body; Unable to Date;
Cannot Find a Date; Can't Marry; Dodging Responsibility; Too Young to Work;
Too Young to have Children; Too Young to Baby Sit;
Lesbian spirits; Abnormal Childhood; Abnormal Adolescence; Abnormal
Sensitivity; Abused Child; Addiction to Junk Food; Sexual Impurity; Adultery;
Ahab; Jezebel; Anger; Depression; Anti discipline; Anti Family; Separation
from Family; Inferiority Complex; Apprehension; Argument;
Bad Habits; Addiction to Chocolate; Addiction to Sugar; Addiction to Pop,
Candy; Bed wetting; Compulsion; Knuckle Cracking; Nose Picking; Thumb
Sucking; Bitterness; Resentment; Unforgiveness of Mother, Father, Brothers,
Sister, etc;
Blockages in Family Relationships, Feelings, Growth, Maturity, Normal
Family, Normal Ministry, Normal Life, Personality, Responsibility; Bondage;
Careless Indifference; Abuse by Father; Child Molestation; Child
Condemnation;
Childish Gossip; Childish Greediness; Childish Parental Arguments;
Threatening Parents and Children; Competition, Compromise; Confusion;
Contention; Control; Life Patterns Control; Contrariness; Criticism; Criticized
Childhood; Cursing; Daydreaming; Daydreamer; Childish Dreams;
Demanding; Depression; Disagreeable; Discord; Discontentment;
Discouraged Life; Disputing; Disgusted; Disrespect for Church, Mother,
Father, Elders; Disobedience to Parents; Disunity; Divorce; Domineering
Mother/Father; Doom;
Escape from Reality; Fantasy; False Accusations; False Compassion for
Mother/Father, etc.; False Friends; Guilt; Family Accuser; Family Destruction;
Family Disunity; Family Rejection by Mother/Father; Family Separation;
Fantasy Baby; Fantasy Childhood; Personality spirits of Dad/family; Fantasy
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Parents, Grandparents; Fantasy Play Time; Fantasy Personality; Fears; Fault
Finding; Fear of Losing Mother/Father/ Relatives/Friends/Family;
Fear of Rejection; Fear of Financial Failure; Bankruptcy; Block Finances; Hard
Times; Poverty; Role Playing; Fornication; Frustration; Shame; Hatred for:
Authority/Proper Food/Mother/Father/Grandparents/Friends;
Heavy Pressure; Hopelessness; Temper; Hurt Feelings; Hyperactivity; Idle
Pouting; Idol Worship; Immature Adolescent Mind Decision Making;
Demanding Family Relationships; Immature Self Discipline; Waiting; Jealousy;
Job; Lack of Appreciation;
Misunderstanding; Lack of Will Power; Laziness; Leader of the Home; Child
Dominance; Learning Difficulties; Loneliness; Lonely Childhood; Lost Interest;
Lost Communication; Lost Family; Lying; Malnutrition; Mental Disorder;
Messiness; Mind Confusion; Mind Control; Insanity; Schizophrenia; Morning
Moods; Nasty Mouth; Negative Approach; Negative Attitude; Anxiety; Bad
Nerves; Oppression; Nervousness; Heavy Oppression; Nervous Stomach;
Nervous Breakdown;
Nicotine; Controlled Sleep Pattern; Night Time Fears; Forbidden Sleep;
Insomnia; Overtired; Recurring Dreams; Restless Nights; Pressure Sleep;
Tormented Dreams; Over Protected; Parental Correction; Planned
Disobedience; Perseverance; Procrastination; Quitter; Rebellion; Prenatal
Rejection; Rejection from Workers/Employers; Restless Spirits; Revenge;
Rushed Childhood; Sadness at Meal Time; Self Condemnation; Oversensitive;
Slothful; Solitude; Grief; Suicide; Tattletale; Timid; Tormented Childhood;
Unclean;
Shallow Mind; Ungodly Disciple; Ungrateful; Unlearned Behavior; Unstable
Adult; Vain Babbling; Violence; Worry; Wasted Childhood; Addiction to Food;
Gluttony; Fatness; Weight Loss; Anorexia Nervosa; Bulimia; Loss of Appetite;
Starvation; Withdrawal; Wounded Spirit; Disunity; Failure;
Hate; Miscommunication; Lack of Communication; False Feelings; False
Friendship; Satanic Discipline; Deliverance Block; Freedom Block; Fear of
Animals/Dark; Bad Luck; Block Financial Blessings; Block Budget;
Covetousness; Discouraged Worker; Fear of Giving; Fear of Future; Financial
Ruin; Greed; Hardship; Losing Job; Over Generosity; Overspending; Foolish
Spending; Theft.

What is Arrested Development?
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The following studies of arrested development are based on information
gleaned from both scriptural and secular sources, including medical journals.
Valuable experience and insights were gained from deliverance workers
ministering to individuals in the area of arrested development for the past
two years.
Undoubtedly there is much more to be learned in this latest breakthrough in
deliverance. Almost 100% of the population is handicapped in this area. This
would range from slight to crippling. Webster's Dictionary defines the
compound term of arrested development by breaking it into the two words.
Arrested: to bring to a stop, to slow, to make inactive, seize, capture, to
take or keep in custody by authority of law;
Development: growth that stagnated, put in custody (which has the
authority to do so) which slows down or stops.
We purpose to expose the enemy for what he is, thus revealing his
widespread networks and areas of control. These demons are not listed in
any particular order nor does our listing set limits or order of sequence. It is a
list of evil spirits and how they work together. We have arranged them in this
order for an overview demonstrating how powerful and far reaching these
spiritual kingdoms are.
It illustrates these relationships and how they work together to attack an
individual. The divided format may be used as a partial list of the evil spirits
orchestrated in the ranks of Arrested Development.
Although many misguided believers do not accept it, Arrested Development
and all of those in the demonic kingdoms recognize that men are a trinity
(body, soul, spirit). The enemy realizes that if growth in any of these three
areas can be stunted or slowed it will weaken or even destroy the entire
person. Satan's emissaries work constantly to control the individual by
disrupting this three part harmony.
"Two are better than one; because they have a good reward for their labor.
"For if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow; but woe to him that is alone
when he falleth; for he hath not another to help him up.
"Again, if two lie together, then they have heat; but how can one be warm
alone?
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"And if one prevail against him, two shall withstand him; and a three-fold
cord is not quickly broken." (Ecclesiastes 4:9-12)
The Lord created man as body, soul and spirit. If the devil can slip in
undetected in one area he will continue to spread his rottenness to other
areas. The result can be the destruction of everything but salvation itself.
This makes it imperative that we learn to detect these dangerous inroads
eady, prevent it from spreading and root it out.
Rejection, the Alcoholic Syndrome and Leviathan are three ruling spirits who
have been found closely related to Arrested Development. These three
leaders are known for opening the door and giving grounds for Arrested
Development to come in and stay. They also appear in the fruit produced by
the individual later on.

Arrested Development
Arrested Body: physical growth and development slowed or stopped;
muscular dystrophy (muscles arrested), Downes Syndrome (Mongoloid);
retardation (brain cells arrested); Epstein Barr virus; bodily functions and day
to day skills; bed wetting; visual and audio problems; stunted motor skills;
midget and stunted growth
Arrested Soul: Mind--learning disabilities; fear of learning disabilities; slow
reader; slower hearer; dyslexia; dysgraphia; dyscalculia; mental block; fears
and insecurities; and social problems caused by these; blocked learning
confusion; spatial; motor and other perceptual deficits resulting from head
injuries and/or meningitis; communication; memory; impulsivity; short
attention span; schizophrenia.
Will: strong self-will; spirit of the child; childishness; doesn't want to leave
security by growing up, tantrums and fits, childish self-will, self-life, self-love,
immaturity, slothful, laziness, control by parents, always wanting their way,
irresponsible, inability to put away childish things, self.
Emotions: rejection; fear of rejection; mental abuse by parents; control and
domination over protection; double mindedness; wavering; doubt and
unbelief; rebellion; rejection from father and mother; loneliness; over
dependence on others, anger; frustration; outcast.
Spirit: Leviathan retards spiritual growth and development; impairment of
senses; faulty judgment and discernment; misunderstanding of scriptures;
false doctrine; false gifts; error and heresy; slothfulness; inexperience; guilt
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and condemnation from all these; devourer (eating of precious time with the
Lord and his Word on things that matter in eternity); spiritual schizophrenia;
uncertainty concerning the Lord's voice and will.
The three fold cord principle operates in the area of the soul, (mind, will,
emotions). If the enemy can weaken or damage just one of these three, the
entire rope is weakened. Therefore it is important to work diligently in each
of these three areas to purify and cleanse ourselves of enemy infiltration and
strongholds.
Arrested Development is one of the largest areas of attack on the soul
through learning disabilities. This powerful spirit and his helpers are able to
destroy in body, soul and spirit. The mind, will and emotions are particularly
vulnerable to attack.
It is estimated that fully 10% to 15 % or more of all public school children
have a learning disability. These children grow up chronologically but their
ability to learn does not. This is not their intelligence (which is generally
average or above) but their learning ability drags behind.
In learning there are various road blocks for young and old alike. This
includes poor hearing and visual perception; also motivational and mental
retardation. Some occur even when none of these are involved; yet learning
is blocked and a learning disability may have taken root.
A learning disability has been defined as "a disorder in which an individuals'
brain handles information in a way that blocks learning. "
The arresting process usually begins in childhood and shows up by school
age. These children mature physically but their learning abilities will be
stagnated and remain on a childhood level. In other words they will be
unable to keep learning and building upon past years of education and
experience. Although they may grow up physically, emotionally and partially
in mind to be adults they will still not progress at a normal rate of learning.
The seven areas of cognitive development that may be impaired are:
oral expression, listening comprehension, written expression, basic reading
skills, reading comprehension, math calculation and mathematical reasoning
ability. Arrested learning areas are only scratching the surface of this wide
spreading cancer.
Learning disabilities are not usually a single disorder. Those who have
problems with the three R's will usually also have difficulties with motion,
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spatial relationships, memory, communication, impulsivity and attention
span.
Experts in this field have categorized each separate area of learning
disabilities. This research can be used to seek out and identify the various
areas that demons control. Next we need to explore the alleged causes and
see how these relate to what we have learned through deliverance.
Dyslexia is the most common disability. Dys-poor or inadequate (learning or
mastery of) Lexia-verbal language.
Dyscalculia, problems with mathematics; Dysgraphia, written language,
grammar, spelling and ability to write legibly.
Dyslexia is characterized by extreme difficulty in learning and remembering
letters, written or spoken words and individual letter sounds, (i. e, sounds b
for d, saw for was). Long after normal children outgrow these learning
pitfalls, older children and even adults plagued by dyslexia spirits will still
have these recurring problems.
Other symptoms include illegible hand writing, mirror vision, confusion
between left and right, lack of preference for using one hand over the other,
confusion about differentiating concepts such as up and down, yesterday,
and tomorrow, and bizarre spelling errors associated with this area. No two
dyslexics will experience exactly the same problems. Just because a person
has some of the symptoms does not necessarily mean that he/she is
dyslexic.
Another stronghold which learning disabilities and dyslexia foster is in the
frustration and discouragement caused by consistent failure. Often he
cannot call up the words he wants to say in front of a group. Embarrassment
and other socially binding spirits enter at this time.
Because of the importance placed on school and their written or spoken
failures in it, children grow up feeling they are stupid. Unfortunately this is
reinforced by their peers. Fear motivates their concealing problems because
of fear of failure, rejection, and of being treated differently.
Many adults have spent a lifetime covering up their learning deficits. Often
they avoid promotions for fear they cannot manage increased responsibilities
and fear that someone discover their secret.
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They go to great lengths to conceal the fact that they cannot read, write or
spell, or that they do it very poorly and with difficulty.
Those with learning disabilities generally score very high in puzzles, problem
solving and intelligence tests. They tend to have poor marks for written or
spoken verbal expression. Dyslexics comprehend stories well and many even
acquire an excellent spoken vocabulary. The demonic handicap keeps them
in bondage and usually their handwriting is atrocious.
Males make up 80% of the dyslexics. The enemy works to destroy men
because they are destined to be the heads of homes and churches in God's
chain of command. By keeping leaders inferior to others, especially women,
they will feel inadequate, unprepared and unable to lead. This will cause
them to retreat from the battle. There is a real control exercised by Arrested
Development physically, mentally and in social circles.
Because of an educational system which is reading oriented, dyslexia has
received more attention than other learning problems. Cases of dyslexia
alone without associated difficulties are very rare.
Dyscalculia is another learning process broken down through learning
disabilities. The demonic family of dyscalculia contains spirits which cause
poor memory, when working with more than one number at a time. There is
difficulty in writing legible numbers and columns of numbers drift to the left
or right. Additional problems occur in logic, mathematical operation and
word problems. Troubles with mathematics are not very irregular because it
is another language.
Another learning disability is Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder
(ADHD) and affects attention problems. These spirits will keep victims from
focusing on a single task or concentrating for an extended period. One tactic
this spirit uses to attack is by hindering the screening out of distracting
information while concentrating on another subject. For example while
focusing on a subject pleasing and profitable to the Lord and profitable they
will bombard with many useless thoughts, words or activities going on
around them.
An individual with ADHD often cannot finish a project. They may not appear
to be listening or will interrupt frequently. Known for their hot tempers and
aggressive behaviors, two thirds of those who have it carry it over into
adulthood. Growth and development of the person is arrested. This area
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might be the root of the other learning disorders because every aspect of
learning requires attention and concentration.
The last area of learning disabilities causes spatial motor and other
perceptual deficits. Those affected have difficulty judging their bodies in
relation to space and cause them to seem clumsy and accident prone.
Evil spirits working here include: poor muscle coordination and balance;
accident prone; stuttering; depth perception; dominant peripheral vision;
dormant fovea vision etc. They cause difficulty holding pencils or scissors
and many have difficulty judging distances. To them a fly ball hit into the
outfield may be closer than it seems. A swing may seem too fast to mount
and moving vehicles look closer than they actually are. To this individual
sudden movement is especially threatening. As children and adults they will
be teased as sissies or wimps for being so cautious but they really just
perceive the world differently.
Evil spirits work in the physical realm and interfere with social skills and
behavior. They torment in the soulish realm as well. These demons keep the
individual from fitting in. They will cause him to interrupt, talk loudly or
embarrass himself. He will not understand bow to make friends.
These very same demons do give the individual enough insight to make him
aware of how others view his behavior. This is to strengthen the feelings of
the outcast and feeds rejection. This area is similar to the other four learning
disabilities. Dyslexia will cause trouble decoding words. These demons cause
the individual to have trouble picking up on social clues, such as body
language and facial expressions. The spirit of the outcast will move in.
Doctors believe that emotional problems resulting from abnormal
communication, feelings of inadequacy and separation and outcast causes
loss of self esteem. This can be overwhelming for a child, especially when
rejection becomes the primary disability carried into adulthood.
This emphasizes the importance of getting to the roots of this demonic
stronghold. It holds some keys to freeing many walking wounded to whom
we minister. These rejections, rooted in failures and inadequacies of their
childhood leave hurts and scars with serious side effects. The entire rejection
kingdom may have Arrested Development lurking at its roots.
Descriptive diagnosis of learning disabilities by experts sometimes exposes
the legal grounds used by demons to operate. Specialists in the field freely
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admit they really do not know exactly what causes learning disabilities. They
believe problems result from a combination of biological and environmental
influences stemming from various origins which are hard to pinpoint.
Severe head injuries and infections such as meningitis are sometimes
involved. Genetic factors play a part and heavy documentation points to the
family line. To the deliverance worker this indicates family curses and
ancestral sins. Premature and low birth weight babies may be particularly
vulnerable because of the circumstances surrounding their birth.
The dysfunction may not become apparent until school age and usually by
then scarring has already taken place. Now they will carry this burden for the
rest of their lives or until they receive deliverance.
As these children get older they will be hit with extreme anger and
frustration and often fall into depression. All of this contributes to emotional
upheavals. Some of the difficulties are not lifelong but are mere
developmental delays that may disappear, becoming less obvious as the
child matures. There are many other causes as well. We must arm ourselves
to do battle with these enemies.
Variations in arrangements of brain cells are cited as a cause. Acquired word
blindness in adults and congenital origination (existing from birth) is believed
to originate in the left hemisphere of the brain, which is known as the
language center. Some doctors feel defects on chromosome #15 cause
learning disabilities.
Biological and genetics mismatches are medical theories attempting to
explain the inherited relationships of this illness. The cerebral cortex is
responsible for controlled motor functions, sensory, perception, speech,
memory and emotions, essentially all the complex learning responses.
Man's brain is divided into left and right hemispheres. Normally the left
hemisphere is larger than the right and they work in unison, performing their
responsibilities simultaneously. In dyslexics the right hemisphere is equal in
size or larger than the left.
Though unproven, the "mixed dominance" theory says that when this
happens, the right robs from the important functions of the left side. With a
better understanding of the physiological we can direct our attack on specific
demons causing the symptoms in body, soul and spirit.
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A high proportion of learning disabled people are left handed and "lefties"
are predominantly controlled by the right hemisphere. Some physical
symptoms which track back to this include lead poisoning, poor diet and lack
of sleep linked to neurological problems. Inadequate or ineffective
neurotransmitters also hinder concentration and attention by causing a
subtly undetectable dullness.
People with dyslexia are better at recognizing letters in their peripheral field
of vision instead of a central field of vision. There is an interaction between
fovea and peripheral vision that degrades the ability to read.
Dyslexics have fixed masking where normal readers have the best resolution
of letters. Normally the dominant fovea vision picks up the words and letters
on center. However a dyslexic has stronger peripheral vision which focuses
on the beginning and ending letters of a word, making them clearer and
dominant. This explains some switching of letters which takes place when a
dyslexic reads aloud, causing much confusion.
Learning problems are complicated by serious organizational problems. Evil
spirits controlling organization or management of a life can be devastating to
any live-in relationship such as roommates or marriages. These people are
often messy, never on time and unable to bear their part of household or
financial responsibilities. This can put such an emotional strain on a
relationship that often the individual gives up. Repeated decisions and
promises to change fail because of the massive control of Arrested
Development.
Arrested Development Perpetual Babyhood Man, 34 Years Old
The devil fragments, tears and binds your soul with ungodly soul ties. There
is also another hidden line of attack. He works to arrest the development of
your soul (mind, will, emotions) so that you will remain in a little girl or
little boy stage.
Although normally the growth of mind, will and emotions will be paced to
physical development, it can also be slowed down or stopped at a certain
age. My own emotions ceased to develop properly when I was only five. This
was the result of my realization of how completely my father was rejecting
me.
It is possible for growth to be arrested in one area and not in another.
Physically, it seems that evil spirits often work through affecting the pituitary
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gland and growth hormones. There are demons called Stunted Growth and
Midget which are particularly stubborn and difficult to remove.
Because of its critical nature, the pituitary gland seems to be a favorite
target for demonic activity. Spirits of Arrested Development may cause one
to have or to keep a very youthful appearance even when normal aging
should occur. Our youth crazed society drives people to seek to look young
at all costs. There is another spirit called Premature Aging which has the
opposite effect as his name indicates. Those with this spirit look much older
than their years.
Other things pave the way for entrance of the arrested development spirits.
Some of these are: Severe Trauma; Abuse; Incest; Molestation; Loneliness;
Fear; Severe Rejection; Rebellion and Lack of Discipline.
Control spirits operating through the parents can hinder a child's normal
growth and maturity if they determine not to allow him to grow up.
Sometimes fears that the child will make a mistake can make them
overprotective.
Others feel that their own age will be exposed when the child matures.
Arrested development promotes the stupid philosophy and vanity that
somehow it is wrong to feel our chronological age. It would seem that
growing old gracefully is strictly a thing of the past. Like modesty, though old
fashioned and rare, aging gracefully is still very attractive.
Lack of proper, consistent and balanced scriptural discipline can also be a
door through which Arrested Development enters our lives. False love will
block the adult from his/her responsibility to be an adult and rear the child.
Children do not need a "buddy," they need a mature and loving parent.
"Foolishness is bound in the heart of a child but the rod of correction will
drive it far from him. "
(Proverbs 22:15)
"He that spareth the rod hateth his son but he that loveth him chasteneth
him betimes or early."
(Proverbs 13:24)
Human emotions are a primary focus of attack. When spirits manifest they
can produce childishness and immaturity. Childish attributes include: Strong
Willed; Defiance; Rebellion; Temper Tantrums; Always Wanting His Own Way;
Childish Self-Will; Irresponsibility; Fearful; Jealous; Foolishness (Proverbs
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22:15); Instability (be no more children, tossed to and fro--Ephesians
4:14); Overly Dependent; Continual Need for Instruction (Train up a child in
the way he should go--Proverbs 22:6).
You should be teachers and still need to be taught the first principles of the
Bible, needing milk, not meat, an unskillful babe(Hebrews 5:12-14; 6:1,2);
Shortsightedness is another which is detrimental to an adult who is
attempting to make long range decisions for family or church.
Immaturity (When I was child, spoke and thought as a child; when a man, put
away childish things--(I Corinthians 13:11). I Corinthians 13 presents a
cross section of arrested development and contrasts it with how we should
be. Charity or love in action is synonymous with maturity.
It is interesting to note that Paul is correcting the Corinthian church in an
effort to bring order out of the chaos caused by the runaway abuse of
spiritual gifts. In I Corinthians 13:20 he urges them to be childlike in malice
but adults [mature] in understanding. I Corinthians 13:1 exhorts them not
to be ignorant and then explains how the gifts should operate. This chapter
also proves that the mere possession of gifts does not make one spiritual or
mature. There must be more than the simple manifestation of gifts to
demonstrate spiritual maturity.
There is an exhortation in Hebrews to move on in Christ and leave the
elementary principles behind as maturity is attained. Hebrews 6 points out
our deep need for such growth. Verse 9 discusses greater things which
come as one builds on the foundation of salvation, Spirits of Arrested
Development hinder people from understanding eternal salvation and will
help to create a terrible fear of losing it.
A study of scripture reveals an exhortation running through the entire New
Testament to grow up into "perfection, II literally, maturity. The apostle John
made a distinction between little children, young men and fathers.
Little children need continual reassurance that their sins had been forgiven
(salvation). Young Men, who are more mature, have overcome the Wicked
One. Unless we are engaging the enemy in successful warfare we are not
operating in this sec9nd level of growth.
John speaks of fathers who know God. Grounded in basic doctrine, they
have developed strength by winning victory over the enemy. This produces a
deep, abiding fellowship with God.
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John clearly stresses the difference between little children and young men.
Nevertheless, the apostle continues to teach them about the Antichrist;
confidence; how to guard against deception and how to love their fellow
believers.
An extreme Fear of Being Deceived is another very common manifestation of
Arrested Development and will cause a hesitancy in trying to walk in the
Spirit. Confidence in his walk with the Lord will enable a young man to
respect the power of the enemy but not walk in fear or terror.
Arrested Development spirits cloud thinking and produce childish
understanding and perception of situations and circumstances. Children
must learn the consequences of their actions and learn to shoulder
responsibilities for their own actions. This is true in physical relationships and
also in the spiritual realm.
A case of parental interference occurred when Rebecca conspired with her
son to deceive her husband. Then she tried to shield him from the
consequences of his actions by sending him to her brother Laban. Her
punishment was to never see her beloved son again. Later the Lord had to
bring him to a surrender to God (Genesis 27).
Solomon said that he was but a child and needed an understanding heart to
judge God's people. He asked the Lord for the ability to discern between
good and evil. (I Kings 3:6-12)
This must be the plea of every sincere soul who is struggling against the
bondage of arrested development. People who are handicapped by this are
acutely aware of it just as Solomon was.
One of my fervent personal prayers for years was for help to go through the
maturation process. The Lord answered by delivering me from a multitude of
alcoholic spirits. They had to be forced out before I could honestly face and
accept my own immaturity.
After deliverance in this area the Lord kicked me out of the nest in a sense.
(Deuteronomy 32:11) I was forced into situations in which I had no choice
but to grow up. At this point God revealed the spirits of Arrested
Development. Deliverance continued leading me down many strange trails. It
was not pleasant and I learned all about growing pains! Be sure that you
mean business when you ask the Lord to mature you. The process of
learning to fly as a young eagle can be frightening, tiring and painful.
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However it is absolutely necessary if you are going to become a soaring
eagle for God.
Finances was an area of crippling bondage for me. I simply could not lay
aside provisions for the future. It was as if I had a hole in my pocket and
lived only for the current day. Paradoxically I was also bound by a deep
seated fear of making money.
Demons convinced me that this would draw me away from the Lord. Before
my deliverance it would have done exactly that. I first had to be set free
from wicked spirits which caused me to handle money as a child would. A
mature adult understands enough about the use of money that he does not
devote himself to the collection of "toys." Unfortunately many do not quit
playing games, they merely buy more expensive toys. In I Samuel 18 Saul
betrayed arrested development by his attitude toward David when people
were singing the praises of the shepherd boy. Seething Anger, Jealousy,
Murder, Childishness, Competitiveness and Cruelty are some of the spirits
which manifested in King Saul.
We have uncovered spirits embedded and hidden in the emotions who began
interference with development in their prey as early as the age of two.
Spirits working in the will to stop growth and control came in at the age of six
or seven.
For years we have known that the spirit called Childish Self Will sits blocking
the gate of maturity. Refusal to Grow Up, Rebellion, Stubbornness and
Pouting are some of the spirits found working under the spirit of Arrested
Will.
King Ahab threw a pouting fit when he failed to get what he wanted (I Kings
21:1-16). Thus he used a childish means of control with Queen Jezebel to
manipulate her into seizing the vineyard he coveted. He was the king and
could have easily ordered Naboth' s execution and seized his property.
Instead he showed his slothfulness and "get this for me, Mommy, " attitude.
Pouting spirits in children should be dealt with quickly because they open the
door for more dangerous demons to enter.
On the other hand, there are control spirits which steal away men's
masculinity or keep them in a little boy state. This will block them from
becoming the protectors and leaders of the family, church and the nation
which God designed them to be.
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Arrested development of the mind results from the use of drugs and/or
alcohol EKG readings taken after the use of marijuana show brain waves
typical of a twelve year old child. Continual, habitual use of various drugs can
drop the readings even lower.
Samson demonstrated his immaturity by refusing godly counsel from his
parents. Spirits of the Brute (unteachable), Unreproveable, Wanted His Own
Way, and Lust were all held in place by Arrested Development. They very
obviously manifested in his life.
Paul solemnly warned Timothy to flee his youthful lusts (2 Timothy 2:22).
Arrested development leads to extremely undisciplined lives. This gives
grounds to Bad Habits, various Lust spirits, No Self Control, Impatience, Short
Attention Span and an Inability to communicate on a Mature Level to
operate.
One of my greatest pleasures today is the ability to communicate with my
wife. This is the direct result of being freed from demonic bondage. I no
longer react childishly to her comments, nor am I constantly driven to have
the last word! Previously it was impossible and out of the question for us to
talk and interact as mature individuals because of my dreadful bondage.
The demonic family operating under Arrested Development seems to have
been at the root of many of the problems which had fettered and driven me
for so many years. These included Anger, Rebellion, Bad Habits, etc.
Dealing with this group of demons first made freedom come much easier in
other areas. If there is difficulty in casting out demons of a particular area, it
might be well to check on Arrested Development. He may well be the hidden
power clogging up the deliverance process.
The roots of Arrested Development produce some other poisonous fruits.
Look for: Gossip (lack of self control); Malice (active intent to harm others);
Foolishness (bound up in the heart of a child); Immaturity; Instability (tossed
to and fro Ephesians 4:14); Bad Habits; Fear (this a major spirit). Many
spirits of Fear left both me and my wife as the power of arrested
development was broken.
These were spirits which had stubbornly resisted being cast out even after
years of spiritual battle. Others were Intolerance and Little Boy and Little Girl
spirits (marked by facial appearance and voice tones); attributes of
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Selfishness; Wanting to Play all the time; A voidance of People of the Same
Age; Jealousy, Competition for Love and Competition for Position.
There are several other biblical examples in the New Testament parables
which illustrate the principles driving arrested development. The man who
built his house on the sand is an example of Shortsightedness (Matthew
7:26).
The five virgins in Matthew 25:1-13 made no provisions for the future. This
speaks of living for today and with little or no financial responsibility and
planning for future needs. The parable of the talents in Matthew 25:14
reflect Fear of Punishment, Immature Reaction with Investing, Fears and
Foolishness.
Arrested development can manifest in women and cause them to dress
inappropriately for their age. Dressing too young and extremes in makeup
and hair styles can make them look ridiculous. Sometimes it seems that the
older the woman, the more she paints. Her paint and dyes are more
appropriate for a clown. They actually make her look older, emphasize rather
than to mask her age.
Women are also driven to look to their husbands to provide paternal needs
which have not been met during their childhoods by their fathers. This will
create an ungodly male\female relationship. This will hinder or prevent the
women from ever attaining the godly attributes listed in Proverbs 31.
One woman with whom we prayed had a tubal ligation to prevent conception
of children. She wanted to have all of her husband's love, the love which she
failed to receive from her father. Think of all the blessings which this family
will never receive. Other spirits operating in these women are Passivity,
Clinging, and Over Dependent Personality .
Having so many of this vicious and powerful family of spirits cast out has
brought me tremendous blessing and spiritual advance. Deliverance
becomes sweeter and more effective every year that goes by. My family and
I are so thankful for the bread for the children (casting out evil spirits). Daily
we thank the Lord Jesus for this marvelous provision for us and the
continuous work he is doing in us.

Dyslexia and Related Learning Disabilities
by Sharon Mulkey
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Our son was conceived, born and reared with the wonderful knowledge of
deliverance. However we noticed at age six he was reversing letters such as
P, B, D, etc., and numbers such as 7 and 3.
I had heard about a neurological problem called dyslexia which caused this
and many other symptoms. These include decreased short term memory;
confusion; inability to concentrate; poor memory retention; "spaciness"; and
inability to follow two and three step instructions. He also had processing
difficulties, i.e., what went in did not come out the same. This was coupled
with poor coordination and balance. We explained to him what was going on.
Then each day before school he learned to join us in binding the spirits who
were at the root of these wrong reactions. Slowly but surely over the next six
months we began to see definite changes and improvements in both his
reading and writing.
He became an "A" student without difficulty. Because he actively took part in
the binding operation he learned of his power over the enemy. He also came
to understand in a practical way how much Jesus cares for him and his
problems. At age eleven he no longer has any problems in these areas.
Praise the Lord!
We have since learned that inner ear infections can cause much damage to
the vestibular. The cerebellar nerve is also involved and is the pathway of all
stimuli from the ear to the brain. Recent medical research has shown that
even having tubes placed in the ears usually damage these nerves. Once
more we are destroyed by our lack of knowledge but the Lord Jesus is more
than able to heal and restore. He has done it for our son and more recently
for our six year old daughter.
Rampant use of drugs (i.e., alcohol, hard line, prescription) and fast food
nutrition have put problems on many of today's children. They enter life
invisibly handicapped in their nervous systems. Consequently they are
drugged with Ritalin to counteract hyperactivity or may be classed
inappropriately as being slow and stupid, exhibiting an attention deficient
syndrome.
It is little wonder that Satan so savagely attacks the children. In any and all
ways he attempts to hinder and destroy them, battling to prevent their
coming to Christ. (Mark 16:13-16)
Children are God's gift from the beginning:
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(1) "And he lifted up his eyes and saw the woman and the children and said,
who are those with thee? And he said, he children which God has graciously
given thy servant. "
(Genesis 33:5)
(2) God's heritage (psalm 127:3-5).
(3) Crown of age (Proverbs 17:6).
(4) They are eligible for all God's promises (Acts 2:39).
(5) They can understand the scriptures (2 Timothy 3:15).
Because God has given us the tools, it is our duty as parents to use them to
help reclaim our children for Him.

Freed From Dyslexia
Woman, 40 Years Old
My nephew had problems in school for years and was finally diagnosed as
being dyslexic. After this happened I remembered how difficult my own
school years were. My sister said that dyslexia runs in families and my
mother remarked that she thought it was a family line curse.
I checked on the symptoms in some library books. How shocking to discover
what sounded like detailed descriptions of me! Dyslexia is a learning
disability believed to be caused by an inner ear disturbance or minimal brain
dysfunction.
Boys seem to be affected more than girls. As a general rule, females will
either be mildly or very severely affected. Males on the other hand,
commonly run the gamut from mild to very severe symptoms. It produces
difficulty in reading, writing and spelling although it will manifest differently
in each individual. Victims will do well and succeed in some endeavors but
will have problems in other areas.
It really helped me to learn that these people are not stupid, but are of
average or above average intelligence. Deep in my heart I had always felt
that there was no hope for me. I was just too stupid to learn anything. I
would learn something but could not retain it because of a faulty memory. I
was never very good at communication with other people. Although I would
have things to say, I would be unable to remember them. This was terribly
embarrassing and I decided that I simply did not know how to talk to others.
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When I came for deliverance prayer from this spirit, a huge monster erupted
from deep within me. I had the most violent and heavy deliverance I ever got
in the many years I have received prayer. Wrapped up in it were all of the
feelings of utter inadequacy and the conviction that I would never be able to
do anything right. Arrested Development spirits were also working
withDys1exia to handicap my life. Following deliverance form Dyslexic spirits
including Self-hatred, for the first time I was able to feel good about myself. I
also could communicate my thoughts to other people. It is really a lot of fun
getting acquainted with folk after all these years.
The reference books also states that allergies sometimes play a part in
dyslexia. Sure enough, I had powerful angry spirits also. Agoraphobia (fear of
everything) was mentioned too and I do remember that had always had
haunting fears of facing the outside world. Out there was a hostile
environment filled with nameless terrors and torment. Scripture declares
"fear hath torment."
I had always let my husband do all my thinking for me. Because he was not
saved he exercised a very destructive control spirit over me and I never
questioned nor resisted it. After all, I felt incapable of reasoning and thinking
for myself. This will cause a person to become dependent and totally
subservient.
Poor balance is another symptom of dyslexia. Since I was child I always felt
clumsy and awkward and would never wear high heels for fear of tripping.
Fears related to directional uncertainties are also common symptoms of
dyslexia. Friends used to laughingly remark that I would get lost walking out
my front door. I had an overwhelming fear of getting lost and not knowing
where to go for I had no sense of direction.
I was a terrible speller. I learned that dyslexia can produce "mirror vision,"
causing reversal or skipping of words or letters such as B's, D's, J's, P's, R's,
and S's. Sometimes colors are reversed. To me, purple is orange and orange
is purple. Other symptoms include difficulty of distinguishing between right
and left. All of this leads to a lot of confusion, frustration, failure, low selfesteem, poor visual perception and memory for words. There is a dreadful
feeling of being ugly because you see yourself in a distorted way. Inferiority,
social withdrawal, shyness and inadequacy are constant companions.
Dyslexia manifests itself in hundreds of ways. There can be problems with
the sense of timing which causes difficulty in learning to tell time or to have
a sense of time. There may be no concept of time, causing one to be
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constantly late or very early. Toilet training and bed wetting problems also
can also be rooted in the dyslexic syndrome.
Because of my recent divorce I am having to make a new life for me and my
family. It seems that each week there is an entire set of new problems. The
Lord has opened doors for me to return to school for training in the fall.
Coping with all of this would have been absolutely impossible before
deliverance. Because of my deliverance I have hope and can work out my
problems, depending on the Lord Jesus.
***
The information in this booklet has been taken from Pastor Worley's Host of
Hell Series. Similar information, relating to the topic of this booklet, may be
found in one of the eleven other books he authored.
John 9:4 I must work the works of him that sent me, while it is day:
the night cometh, when no man can work.
WRW, PO BOX 852626, Mesquite TX 75185
www.wrwpublications.com
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